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BELFAST DINES OUT ON OOH

WIN A VOUCHER FOR INDOOR SKYDIVING

GET LOVE STRUCK WITH ARGENTO
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Jewellery retailer, Argento, was back on OOH in 
February to remind shoppers about the loveliest day 
of all, Valentine’s! The striking campaign employed a 
range of formats to deliver coverage across Northern 
Ireland, with some stand out displays in Belfast. 

Pauline Moore, Media Director, Adhaus said: “Sweet 
and straight to the point is the most effective way 
to utilise outdoor space, Argento executes this 
excellently across all their campaigns and the most 
recent Valentine’s campaign is another fabulous 
example. 

“OOH was the perfect way to showcase their 
stunning jewellery in time for the season of love, 
using a large combination of outdoor platforms 
including but not exclusive to Backlits, Supersides, 
Adshel Live and the impressive 192 Sheet Backlit 
we were able to create impact and cut through to the 
most relevant audiences across NI and in proximity 
to stores.”

Media: Adhaus  -  OOH Agency: PMLGET LOVE STRUCK WITH ARGENTO
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PURE LOCAL FROM NI WATER

Living on a very wet island, it’s easy to forget just how lucky we are to have access to world-class water from our taps. 
Globally, one in three people do not have access to safe drinking water (UNICEF/WHO), something most of us take for 
granted. The average person in the UK uses 150 plastic bottles every year (NI Water), many of which aren’t recycled and 
the contents are no different from the water readily available from most taps in NI. 

NI Water employed Out of Home to reinforce the message that our drinking water is world-class. 

Wendy McWilliams, Media Director, Genesis added: “The recent “Value of Water” campaign, developed on behalf of NI 
Water had two main objectives. The first was to educate the NI public that our tap water is great quality. Not everyone 
knows of the expert monitoring conducted by dedicated analysts, scientists and human taste testers, who check over 
470,000 samples across NI every year to ensure the quality of our tap water. Most of our drinking water comes fresh from 
the Lough Neagh and Silent Valley reservoirs, so it is steeped in the purity of nature. Unlike bottled water, which could be 
there for months, the journey of tap water is much quicker, from source (lough to reservoir) to glass in just two days. Hence 
our second objective, which was to encourage people to refill their own water bottle (with fresh NI tap water) and help 
reduce plastic pollution. 

“Using a mix of eye-catching large OOH formats allowed us to showcase the natural source of our tap water, the magnificent 
Silent Valley. 48 and 96 Sheets, ensured the campaign delivered high reach and frequency, to help change attitudes 
towards drinking water across NI. HD Digital Screens in retail centres provided a tactical solution to target busy shoppers 
with a reminder to refill their reusable bottles with quality NI tap water, rather than bottled water.”

Media: Genesis    -   OOH Agency: PML
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Due to the recent success, Belfast Restaurant 
Week returned last month, celebrating some of the 
incredible cuisine on offer across the City Centre. 
Whether it was for a quick lunch, or a luxurious dinner, 
the restaurants involved had special menus priced at 
£10 and £15 respectively. Special events included a 
Chef’s Table at Taylor & Clay, a Mini Belfast Oyster 
Experience in Kelly’s Cellars, a six course Tasting Menu 
in The Great Room at The Merchant and a Moroccan 
Banquet at Buba.

To highlight the week-long event, Belfast One and 
Destination CQ teamed up to deliver an OOH 
campaign across Belfast and surrounding towns. 
Pulse, Adshel Live and 48 Sheets showcased the 
creative which included a strong call to action to visit 
a dedicated event website. 

Gareth Neill of Cathedral Quarter BID said: “Belfast’s 
food and drink scene is unrivalled and this event 
allows us to showcase and shine a spotlight on 
owners, chefs and the staff that make it the Belfast 
experience. The diversity of lovingly created menus on 
offer and enticing price point is designed to let people 
try something new and get out and explore the City. 
We are incredibly proud to see Belfast Restaurant 
Week grow year on year.”

Clare Maguire, Managing Director of Belfast One, 
said: “We’re thrilled to build on two highly successful 
Belfast Restaurant Week events last year to bring 
Belfast Restaurant Week back in February. The 
mouthwatering menus from our award winning City 
Centre restaurants during Belfast Restaurant Week 
2020, were a great hit with couples, families and 
friends visiting the City Centre”.

Media: Belfast One/Destination CQ
 OOH Agency: PML

BELFAST DINES OUT ON OOH
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Out Of Home has always been used and recognised for its brand building capabilities but as technology 
has transformed the medium, new ways of using it are emerging.  The deployment of full motion digital 
screens is opening up OOH’s ability to broadcast content but it’s an opportunity that publishers, 
broadcasters and brands are only just waking up to.

The dual effects of a maturing Digital OOH (DOOH) market (reaching 69% of all UK adults every week) 
and a national footprint of full motion screens, presents an interesting proposition to brands and publishers 
alike. In the battle to win peoples’ attention a content-led approach can be a powerful tool. 

Media owners are already demonstrating the opportunity for content in the UK out of home marketplace 
with JCDecaux’s long-standing Sky News partnership across the Transvision network and the full motion 
Euro News edits across Global’s London Underground Digital 48 portfolio.  As more broadcasters and 
content owners recognise OOH as an additional channel to reach a national audience, and consumers 
grow more accustomed to viewing content out of home, the bigger the opportunity for advertisers to 
capitalise too.  Brands already making their moves into this space include Land Rover, with its Land Rover 
Evoque partnership with The Spoils, tapping into new content creators and creating tailored city guides by 
local influencers on DOOH, and Jaguar’s sponsorship of Ocean’s Wimbledon content (including live match 
streaming) this year.

Neuroscience-based research conducted by Ocean Outdoor on Jaguar’s sponsorship of the pre-packaged 
and live content from the world-famous tennis event has demonstrated a powerful interplay between 
advertising and content in Digital Out of Home environments.  Based on the DOOH activity at Westfield 
London, the research conclusively found that the screening of the content, alongside bespoke ad creative 

– a format not dissimilar to TV advertising – triggered a significant behavioural change in the study’s 
participants: eye movement slowed and focused, gaze dwell time increased, cognitive load was reduced 
and crucially brand engagement and affinity was boosted. 

For brands, it’s not just about partnerships with or the sponsorship of this broadcast content, or advertising 
around it.  There’s the opportunity to create or broadcast their own branded content, or user generated 
content, or content from social media channels, and amplify it on the largest advertising canvas.

The synergy between DOOH and social content highlights why they can successfully work in tandem:

1. Both work without sound – According to Facebook 85% of their videos are watched without sound, 
while consumers are used to viewing DOOH without sound.

2. Short form edits – an increasing trend in social content is short form, snackable edits. The maximum 
slot for most DOOH is 20” (with a standard of between 5”-10”) allowing for easily transferrable 
content.

3. Reach – whilst publishers increasingly rely on consumers to like their pages and share their content to 
obtain substantial reach, DOOH is open to all and does not require an algorithm or active consumer 
engagement meaning it can reach incremental audiences to social publishers. 

As a content distribution and amplification channel of enormous scale, outdoor advertising remains the ideal 
adaptive canvas to communicate the objectives of a brand.  It is time for marketers to embrace DOOH as a 
content channel.  If utilised correctly it can create a shared sense of experience and engagement at scale in 
the way few other media channels can.

Lee Mabey, Integration Strategy Director, Posterscope

G U E S T  A R T I C L E

WHY CONTENT WILL BE KING FOR OUT OF HOME
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New to OOH

20th Century Studios: The Call 
of the Wild
Media: OMD Ireland
OOH Specialist: PML

Quirky Weddings
OOH Specialist: PML

Ed Byrne
Media: Open Outdoor
OOH Specialist: PML
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SOCIABLE MEDIA 
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Adshel Live is Northern Ireland’s national DOOH 
network with digital roadside screens located in 
busy retail & leisure hotspots in main towns & cities 
provincewide. Adshel Live is where brands come 
alive with superb amplification.  

Delivering nearly 1 million daily impacts*, the 
broadcast platform enables you to engage with 
your target audience in a relevant way, connecting, 
inspiring and educating them. 

The premium network is primed to influence 
consumer spend & provides flexible planning and 
creative opportunities for advertisers to deliver 
campaigns at the right time and location.  Fitted 
with the latest digital technology, the screens are 
fully connected with the ability to deliver data driven 
and dynamic content, empowering brands to find 
the audience moments that matter.  

The rewards for investing in Dynamic and creative 
content are proving significant, in a recent 
Posterscope study, one of many that extols the 
virtues of DOOH, brand consideration increased 
by 34%, spontaneous awareness by 34%, 
memorability up 60% and overall effectiveness 
improved by an amazing 48%. 
 
Clear Channel recently supported Valentine’s 
Day moments across the country on Adshel Love, 
Dreams, Pandora, Argento, The Quays Shopping 
Centre and CastleCourt Shopping Centre are 
some of the advertisers featured on the network this 
February and who tapped into key audience delivery, 
the unique campaigns showcased gift ideas and 
playful content to creatively reach, engage and 

inspire shoppers.  

Traditional Outdoor media planning is recognised 
as two-week broadcast campaigns across a range 
of classic products however we are continually 
encouraging advertisers to embrace the flexibility 
and creativity of DOOH. The ability to adapt and 
innovate is the reason Out of Home remains one 
of the strongest advertising mediums, reaching 
audiences in key locations, during key daily 
touchpoints. 

The opportunity is here to explore the possibilities 
with Digital Out of Home! 

*1.87 impressions per 10 sec play, 100% SOV 

Lauren McNerlin, Sales Manager, Clear Channel NI

G U E S T  A R T I C L E

ADSHEL LIVE: WHERE BRANDS COME ALIVE
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 Carlsberg 0.0 £249k 6
Department of Economy - 
Apprenticeships

£89k

2 KFC £219k 7 Hughes Insurance £85k

3 GLL - Better Belfast £110k 8 Abbey Insurance £78k

4 McDonald's - Wraps £107k 9 AXA Insurance £76k

5 easyJet £92k 10 Tesco - 100 Years £69k

TOP  CAMPAIGNS
JANUARY 2020 CYCLES 1 - 2
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easyJet

Department of Economy -
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Hughes Insurance

Abbey Insurance
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Small Format Large Format Transport
Digital Ambient & Airport
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

TOP CATEGORIES
JANUARY 2020 CYCLES 1 - 2

£0K £100K £200K £300K £400K £500K £600K £700K

Political & Advisory

QSR

Retail Outlets

Tourism & Travel

Beers & Ciders

Finance

Telecoms

Motor Trade

Leisure & Sport

Soft Drinks

Large Format Small Format Digital

Transport Ambient

1 Political & Advisory £629k 6 Finance £296k

2 QSR £582k 7 Telecoms £227k

3 Retail Outlets £549k 8 Motor Trade £182k

4 Tourism & Travel £419k 9 Leisure & Sport £146k

5 Beers & Ciders £377k 10 Soft Drinks £145k



EVENT GUIDE GUINNESS SIX NATIONS

MARCH
12th Steve Martin and Martin Short SSE Arena

14th David Meade Ulster Hall

15th - 20th NI Puddle Jumping Championships Castle Espie

17th St Patrick's Day Provincewide

18th - 21st European Indoor Archery Championship Eikon Exhibition Centre

19th The Magic of Motown SSE Arena

21st - 22nd Peppa Pig's Best Day Ever Waterfront Hall

24th - 26th ifex 2020 TEC

25th - 29th Cirque du Soleil - Crystal SSE Arena

28th Nathan Carter Waterfront Hall

29th Elbow Waterfront Hall

31st David Gray SSE Arena

APRIL
2nd 2020 Unibet Premier League Darts SSE Arena

5th Irish Vegan Festival Europa Hotel

10th Snoop Dogg 'I Wanna Thank Me' tour SSE Arena

10th - 13th Easter Duck Quest Castle Espie

11th Ballymoney Spring Fair Ballymoney

11th Paul Heaton & Jacqui Abbott Ulster Hall

COMPETITION

Win an Indoor Skydive
For a chance to go to We Are Vertigo and try indoor skydiving, tell us:

When Digital OOH is used, campaign effectiveness 
increases by:    

Last Month’s Winner:
Congratulations to Anne Marie Mervyn from Navigator Blue who won a Butlers Chocolate hamper. 

48%34% 60%

Send your answers to Lorraine@pmlgroup-ni.com by 5pm on Friday 27th March.


